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Abstract: The construction process plays a key role in sustainable development of the environment.
With the concept of sustainable construction being put forward in the world, some countries released
green construction standards to strengthen the requirements in the construction phase. Green
construction code checking needs to integrate semantic information embedded in green construction
standards and model information involved in Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) and/or Model View
Definition (MVD), which are generated separately and lead to difficulty in information integration for
green construction code checking. At present, the existing code-checking methods cannot be directly
used for green construction. Related practitioners need an efficient and convenient method for green
construction code checking urgently. To ameliorate this situation, this research proposes an innovative
approach to organize, store, and re-use green construction knowledge by combining mvdXML and
semantic technologies. The code checking of green construction is classified into four types based on
the difficulty level to meet the requirements of the clauses in green construction standard. Depending
on the characteristics of each inspection type, mvdXML or semantic technology is adopted for
the appropriate inspection type. This paper demonstrates the deployment and validation of such
automated checking procedures in a case study. Based on these experiences, a detailed discussion
about the identified issues is provided as the starting point for future research.
Keywords: green construction; code checking; mvdXML; semantic technology

1. Introduction
As people pay more and more attention to the living environment, the concept of green
construction is becoming widespread [1]. According to statistics, a great level of pollution and
waste occur in the different phases of a building’s life cycle [2]. Most of these activities take place in the
construction phase; thus, green construction is a very important strategy of sustainable development [3].
For example, waste generated in construction and demolition processes comprised around 50% of
the solid waste in South Korea in 2013 [4]. Many cases show that the code checking based on
building information modeling (BIM) is an effective means to reduce the amount of construction
waste, since it is mainly generated due to improper design and unexpected changes in the design and
construction phases. In response to this reality, some countries such as America and China released
green construction-related standards and codes. The definitions of green construction in different
countries are similar. In China, green construction is defined as “under the premise of guaranteeing
the basic requirements of quality and safety, the construction activities which should be adopted
to maximize resource conservation and minimize the negative impact on the environment through
scientific management and technological progress, and to achieve the goal of four savings (energy,
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land, water, and materials) and environmental protection”, which is specified in the Code for Green
Construction of Building (GB/T50905-2014) issued by the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural
Development of the People’s Republic of China (MOHURD) in 2014.
The evaluation of green construction is becoming more and more complex; however, traditional
evaluation processes need a lot of manpower, materials, and time, which will undoubtedly increase
the unreliability and bring uncertainty to the quality of construction project. Therefore, construction
industry practitioners put forward urgent requirements for a more efficient approach of code checking
of green construction.
Some code-checking cases are shown in other researchers’ papers. For example, Won et al.
showed that BIM-based validation could prevent 4.3–15.2% of construction waste that might have
been generated without using BIM [4]. However, the requirements of green construction were not
fully considered. Therefore, existing approached cannot be directly used for green construction
code checking, which results in an imperative need for innovative technology to improve the
current condition.
Green construction code checking requires distinct domain knowledge and building model
information. Model view definition (MVD), proposed by buildingSMART, defines a subset of the IFC
schema needed to satisfy data exchange requirements, and it helps software vendors develop IFC
import and export features that allow project participants to share and exchange BIM information. It is
a kind of handshake protocol that allows expected meaningful requirements, implementation, and
results. The method to publish the concepts and associated rules is called mvdXML [5]. Ontology
and semantic web technology offer an opportunity to enable domain knowledge to be represented
semantically. Semantic Query Web Rule Language (SQWRL) is a Semantic Web Rule Language
(SWRL)-based query language that provides SQL(Structured Query Language)-like operators for
extracting information from ontologies in Web Ontology Language (OWL), which is also widely
used for code checking [6,7]. The goal of the mvdXML and semantic technologies is not only to put
forward an automated knowledge framework, but also to offer the impetus to gear up the Architecture,
Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry toward greater interoperability through the deployment
of the BIM-based code checking.
However, both mvdXML and semantic technologies have limitations. This paper combines
mvdXML and semantic technologies to transfer green construction standards to computer-interpretable
code. This approach allows researchers to target critical needs across application areas and to solve the
problems of code checking.
2. Research Background
Three levels of BIM implementation are proposed in the Bew–Richards maturity model, in which
a code-checking process is implemented in Level 2 and can be continually developed with more
functions in Level 3 [8]. Many studies were conducted on code checking, which can be categorized into
four classes based on the adopted approaches. In this section, the importance of green construction,
particularly green construction code checking, is summarized, and previous code-checking approaches
are reviewed [9–11].
2.1. Importance of Green Construction
With the acceleration of the urbanization process and the rapid development of the social economy,
the business scope of the construction industry is constantly expanding. At the same time, the adverse
impact of waste and pollution caused by construction activities on the environment cannot be ignored,
especially in the construction stage. In recent years, people’s awareness of environmental protection
and resource conservation increased; thus, the concept of sustainable development was widely
acknowledged. Green construction is the embodiment of the concept of sustainable development in
the construction industry. Only by paying attention to the dissemination of the green construction
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concept and the application of green construction technology can the sustainable development of the
construction industry be realized.
2.2. Green Construction Code Checking
Knowledge and rules are two critical parts in the green construction code-checking process. The
knowledge related to the green construction code and the project-specific information required by
green construction code checking are scattered and fragmented. The rules in the green construction
code-checking process should be interpreted systematically and made tractable, whereby complete
green construction rule interpretation involves knowledge from human experts in many professional
fields. Therefore, the exact requirements for green construction code checking are often much more
complex than other standards. Because much information relevant to green construction standard
is not available in the BIM model, the IFC standard needs to be physically extended to express the
missing information. As not everything in the BIM can be defined at the initial stage, some missing,
evolving, or additional information can be inserted into the mvdXML, allowing the mvdXML to
include the original IFC information and the extended information.
Some scholars systematically analyzed code-checking-related systems, concept libraries, query
languages, reasoners, and model view definitions [12,13]. From their analysis, we can see that there
are many kinds of rules and concepts supported by the information included in different levels of
detail (LOD). In traditional rule checking or code checking, LOD 300 is assumed in general, but green
construction code checking needs higher LOD. Before green construction code checking, the BIM
model should be modeled as specific assemblies, with complete fabrication, assembly, and detailing
information, in addition to precise quantity, size, shape, location, and orientation. Non-geometric
information of the model elements can also be attached, which includes model details and elements
that represent how building elements interface with various systems and other building elements with
model view. Requirements for code checking should match with all kinds of green construction-related
information in BIM. In this case, LOD 400 is expected for green construction code checking.
2.3. Code-Checking Approaches in Construction Industry
There are four types of code-checking approaches, i.e., code checking based on existing BIM
software, code checking based on object-oriented approach, code checking based on logical rules, and
code checking approach based on semantic web. Their characteristics and limitations are summarized
in this section.
The code-checking approach based on existing BIM software and code checking based on an
object-oriented approach are usually used for simple quantitative model checking, and they both have
less scalability. The code-checking approach based on logical rules and the code-checking approach
based on semantic web are both widely used. MvdXML technology is a code-checking approach based
on logical rules. Fahad et al. compared mvdXML technology and semantic web technology to deal
with abstract concepts or physical objects, and pointed out that each method has its pros and cons
and can be used according to the requirements of the research project [14]. The mvdXML method is
an appropriate choice for simple logical rules. In the implementation of mvdXML method, the BIM
Collaboration Format (BCF) is used to report identified issues. BCF is an open standard originally
proposed by buildingSMART to enable workflow communication between different applications.
Unlike traditional text-based reports, mvdXML method links communication to model view, and it
can also be easily implemented by visualization applications. The code-checking approach based
on semantic web can perform complicated semantic inferences which cannot be conducted in the
mvdXML approach; therefore, it is also widely used.
Based on the particularity and requirements of green construction code checking, we combined
mvdXML technology and semantic web technology to conduct green construction code checking.
Therefore, we mainly introduce the latter two approaches here.
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2.3.1. Code Checking Based on Logical Rules
The most common language in interpreting the natural language is first-order predicate logic.
Choi et al. created links between the Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP)
and Extensible Markup Language (XML) formats to develop a standardized automated inspection
system to share architectural drawings and document information [15]. MvdXML is an XML format
file including MVD information. BIM Rule Language (BIMRL) was developed by SQL to support
code checking, which is a query and manipulation language used for managing the rule data [16].
Nawari et al. demonstrated the construction plan with the BIM model and used the model-checking
software to achieve automatic inspection of the normative terms, while the specification and standards
were in monotonous and rigid formats [17]. Nawari et al. pointed out that the implementation
of the automatic specification check is based on two main parts; one is to convert building code
to computable rules, i.e., Smart Codes, the other is to use the BIM model to ensure the level of
detail [18]. Ilhan et al. proposed a framework for providing an integrated platform to facilitate
the green code generation. The proposed model helps design team-assigned sustainable properties
and helps assess sustainability performance of a project during the design stage so that decisions
can be made on time for Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Methodology
(BREEAM) certification [19]. Ciribini et al. implemented an interoperable IFC-based process to
support code checking through four-dimensional (4D) BIM; an auto-matching between BIM objects
and construction activities was achieved [20]. Zhang et al. developed algorithms that automatically
analyze a building model to detect safety hazards and suggest preventive measures to users for
different cases involving fall-related hazards. A rule-based engine was implemented on the top
of a commercially available BIM platform to show the feasibility [21]. Kasim et al. presented a
generic approach for automating BIM compliance, checking with standards and best practice with
a focus on sustainability-related standards. A methodology was presented to provide a reusable
solution for compliance checking within a similar context. The proposed approach was generic in
nature, thus allowing implementation in different fields of engineering including electrical engineering,
energy, water, and electronic engineering. In this approach, the RASE (Requirement, Applicability,
Selection, Exception) methodology was utilized to extract requirements from sustainability-based
regulations, with the goal of converting them into coded rules for execution by a rule engine [22].
Lee et al. suggested a robust MVD validation process using a modularized validation platform that
evaluates an IFC instance file according to diverse types of rule sets of MVDs. This research employed
the MVD of the precast concrete domain using the identified rule logic and checking structures
to extract rule templates that consisted of 10 types of rule logic [23]. Dimyadi et al. proposed a
formalized way to capture these requirements using a graphical notation to represent code rules in a
machine- and human-readable language, which allowed unambiguous description of the requirements.
Such unambiguous description could be understood by all the participants in the implementation
efforts [24,25]. Zhang et al. proposed an automated compliance checking system for automatically
extracting information from construction regulatory textual documents and transforming them into
logic clauses using semantic Natural Language Processing (NLP) and logic inference, which focused
on presenting quantitative requirements and the corresponding algorithms. The system could be
extended to support the checking of different types of existential requirements containing certain
building elements in rules [26–28].
2.3.2. Code Checking Based on Semantic Web
There are some building codes computerizing systems based on ontology-based approaches
and semantic web information. Ontology-based approaches focus on formalizing conformance
requirements, which are conducted under knowledge extraction and semantic mapping [29]. Semantic
web information is about how to enhance the IFC model using description language, which is based on
a logic theory. Pauwels et al. took advantage of the logical basis of Resource Description Framework
(RDF), using semantic web technologies to support data interoperability and integrate relationships
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between semantic information and model information [30,31]. The semantic web was built in a
semantic network on the World Wide Web (WWW). In semantic web, objects and logical relationships
between objects are displayed by graph. The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a standard
model for data interchange on the web [32,33]. RDF is used for representing the graph structure,
which provides expressions and statements to describe relationships between resources. RDF extends
the linking structure of the web to use Unique Resource Identifiers (URIs) to name the relationship
between things, as well as the two ends of the link. Using this simple model, it allows structured and
semi-structured data to be mixed, exposed, and shared across different applications. RDF is used in
Web Ontology Language (OWL) to describe more complex ontologies [34,35].
The ontological approach was also adopted by International Code Council (ICC) through the
development of SMARTcodes in 2006. ICC establishes an International Energy Conservation Code
(IECC) dictionary, which is a method of communication between regulations and building models [36].
In addition to IECC, Bakillah et al. proposed a new system that supports geospatial data retrieval from
multiple and complementary sources [37]. The system uses the SQWRL to support inference with
complex queries and to enable combination of complementary and heterogeneous data. Zhong et al.
explored an ontology-based semantic modeling approach of regulation constraints and proposed
a meta model for construction quality inspection and evaluation, i.e., CQIEOntology. Based on
CQIEontology, the regulation constraints were modeled into OWL axioms and SWRL rules. Using
these OWL axioms and SWRL rules, the regulation provisions imposed on construction quality
inspection can be translated into a set of inspection tasks, before being associated with the specific
construction tasks [38]. Lu et al. extracted information from construction safety regulations and
represented constrain rules with SWRL. The construction safety-checking processes were implemented
in the JESS (Java Expert Shell System) engine [39]. Ding et al. took advantage of the strength of BIM,
ontology, and semantic web technology to establish an ontology-based framework for construction
risk knowledge management in a BIM environment [40]. Lee et al. proposed an ontology-based
framework which would help accurately recognize domain knowledge and appropriate requirements
for developing reusable concept modules [41]. Zhang et al. proposed a pragmatic method to check
real-world-scale BIM models, which transforms BIM models into a well-defined OWL model. Rules
were formalized by a structured natural language (SNL) designed intentionally to describe building
regulations. The checking engine was based on Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL)
queries on OWL models, which can effectively improve the time efficiency and deal with large-scale
applications [42]. De Farias et al. combined the ifcOWL ontology with SWRL rules and performed a
more intuitive and flexible extraction of building views than the MVD approach [43].
The objective of this study was to propose an approach to organize, store, and re-use green
construction knowledge. Therefore, considering the particularity of green construction standards
and the limitation in current code-checking approaches, in this paper, BIM, logical rule, ontology,
and semantic web query language were integrated to conduct green construction code checking.
The conceptual model ontology, work item ontology, and construction condition ontology for green
construction were built, while the missing information for green construction code checking was
added using IfcDoc, and various kinds of green construction rules were checked using an approach
combining mvdXML and semantic technologies. Users can modify the parameters of each rule to
match their local regulations using the approach proposed in this paper. Once the rule structure is
defined, it is available for multiple code-checking projects.
3. Classification of Code Checking for Green Construction
With the development of green building certification, some national organizations and institutions
further infiltrated the issues related to the construction phase to make up for the insufficiency of the
requirements regarding green construction in green building certification. To reflect the environmental
problems and guide the environmental management on the construction site, at present, some countries
such as America and China released green construction-related standards and codes.
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The code checking of green construction standards can be categorized into the following four
types based on the difficulty level to meet the requirements of the clauses.
Class 1: Code checking based on simple defined attribute values in IFC schema;
Class 2: Code checking based on the extension of IFC entities;
Class 3: Code checking based on simple conceptual reasoning;
Class 4: Code checking based on construction condition reasoning.
This paper takes green construction standards and codes in China as an example.
In China, sustainability was widely debated in the construction industry in recent years. In order
to strengthen the “green” development during the construction phase, MOHURD organized research
efforts to conduct green construction research, issuing the “Evaluation Standard for Green Construction
of Buildings” in 2010 (GB/T506040), which was promulgated to promote green construction, and
releasing the “Code for green construction of building” in 2014 (GB/T50905-2014), which provides
directional guidance for green construction.
According to the above classification of code checking, some example clauses in GB/T50905-2014
are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Classification of various kinds of clauses in GB/T50905-2014.
Classification of Clauses

Types of Inspection

Example Clauses in GB/T50905-2014

Class 1

Code checking based on simple
defined attribute value in IFC
schema.

&3.2.1 Building material storage site
should be no more than 500 km from
construction site.

Class 2

Code checking based on the
extension of IFC entities.

&4.0.5 A database of building
materials should be established and a
building material with good green
performance should be adopted.

Class 3

Code checking based on simple
conceptual reasoning

&9.2.4 Cast-in-place concrete raw
materials should be mixed in
construction site.

Class 4

Code checking based on
construction condition reasoning

&9.2.7 When spraying materials on
site, the ambient temperature should
be 10–40 ◦ C

In the case study, for each type of rule, an example from these standards with logic formulas was
given using mvdXML and semantic technologies to specify its semantics.
4. Methodology of Green Construction Code Checking
Each method has its own characteristics and should be used according to requirements of the green
construction specification. XML and mvdXML data can be transformed into OWL/RDF description
language as the rule base of ontology (see Figure 1), which allows mvdXML and semantic technologies
to be integrated for code checking. Based on this concept, an approach combining mvdXML and
semantic technologies for code checking of green construction is introduced below (see Figure 2).
It is necessary to follow some specific steps for high efficiency and performance of code checking.
(1)

Data source. The green construction standard is selected as one data source, which can be
converted into XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations)/XML based on rule
expression and classification of clauses. Model information in IFC and/or MVD is selected as
another data source, which can be expressed in Excel and transformed to mvdXML form using
the mvdXML rule transformer by data preprocessing [44]. The missing information for green
construction code checking can be added in mvdXML using IfcDoc.
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Knowledge base. The conceptual model ontology, work item ontology, and construction condition
ontology for green construction are built in this part. The ontologies in the knowledge base
consist of facts and axioms.
Rule base. The rule base includes customized rules that are used in conjunction with the content
in the knowledge base for the JESS inference. The customized rules are based on the model
information in IFC and/or MVD. The rules in this study were established in Protégé 3.4, and the
grammar format was based on RDF [45].
JESS inference. The facts and the rule base are matched to obtain inference results through JESS
Appl. Sci. 2019,
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checking.
Information Required IFC Support
Item

Object:Window
Subtitle: Existence object parameters
Rule type:SCHEMADEFINITION(Properties)
SelfClosing
FireRating
IsExternal

Yes
Yes
Yes

IfcWindow->IfcPropertySingleValue.Name=SelfClosing
IfcWindow->IfcPropertySingleValue.Name=FireRating
IfcWindow->IfcObject.IsDefinedBy.IfcRelDefinesByProperties.RelatingPropertyDefinition.IfcPropertySet.HasProperties.IfcPropertySingleValue.Name=IsExternal

Rule type:SCHEMADEFINITION(Quantities)
Height
Width
Thickness
Volume
Area

No
No
No
No
No

IfcWindow->IfcObject.IsDefinedBy.IfcRelDefinesByProperties.RelatingPropertyDefinition.IfcElementQuantity.Quantities.IfcQuantityLength.Name=Height
IfcWindow->IfcQuantityLength.Name=Width
IfcWindow->IfcObject.IsDefinedBy.IfcRelDefinesByProperties.RelatingPropertyDefinition.IfcElementQuantity.Quantities.IfcQuantityLength.Name=Thickness
IfcWindow->IfcObject.IsDefinedBy.IfcRelDefinesByProperties.RelatingPropertyDefinition.IfcElementQuantity.Quantities.IfcQuantityVolume.Name=Volume
IfcWindow->IfcQuantityArea.Name=Area

Object:Door

Subtitle: Existence object parameters
Rule type:SCHEMADEFINITION(Properties)
SelfClosing
FireRating
IsExternal

No
No
No

IfcDoor->IfcPropertySingleValue.Name=SelfClosing
IfcDoor->IfcObject.IsDefinedBy.IfcRelDefinesByProperties.RelatingPropertyDefinition.IfcPropertySet.HasProperties.IfcPropertySingleValue.Name=FireRating
IfcDoor->IfcObject.IsDefinedBy.IfcRelDefinesByProperties.RelatingPropertyDefinition.IfcPropertySet.HasProperties.IfcPropertySingleValue.Name=IsExternal

Rule type:SCHEMADEFINITION(Quantities)
Height
Width
Thickness
Volume
Area

No
No
No
No
No

IfcDoor->IfcObject.IsDefinedBy.IfcRelDefinesByProperties.RelatingPropertyDefinition.IfcElementQuantity.Quantities.IfcQuantityLength.Name=Height
IfcDoor->IfcQuantityLength.Name=Width
IfcDoor->IfcObject.IsDefinedBy.IfcRelDefinesByProperties.RelatingPropertyDefinition.IfcElementQuantity.Quantities.IfcQuantityLength.Name=Thickness
IfcDoor->IfcObject.IsDefinedBy.IfcRelDefinesByProperties.RelatingPropertyDefinition.IfcElementQuantity.Quantities.IfcQuantityVolume.Name=Volume
IfcDoor->IfcQuantityArea.Name=Area

LoD 200 - Approximate Geometry
Rule type:SCHEMADEFINITION(Properties)
SelfClosing
FireRating
IsExternal

No
No
No

IfcDoor->IfcPropertySingleValue.Name=SelfClosing
IfcDoor->IfcObject.IsDefinedBy.IfcRelDefinesByProperties.RelatingPropertyDefinition.IfcPropertySet.HasProperties.IfcPropertySingleValue.Name=FireRating
IfcDoor->IfcObject.IsDefinedBy.IfcRelDefinesByProperties.RelatingPropertyDefinition.IfcPropertySet.HasProperties.IfcPropertySingleValue.Name=IsExternal

Rule type:SCHEMADEFINITION(Quantities)
Height
Width
Area
Volume
Thickness

No
No
No
No
No

IfcDoor->IfcObject.IsDefinedBy.IfcRelDefinesByProperties.RelatingPropertyDefinition.IfcElementQuantity.Quantities.IfcQuantityLength.Name=Height
IfcDoor->IfcQuantityLength.Name=Width
IfcWindow->IfcQuantityArea.Name=Area
IfcWindow->IfcQuantityVolume.Name=Volume
IfcWindow->IfcObject.IsDefinedBy.IfcRelDefinesByProperties.RelatingPropertyDefinition.IfcElementQuantity.Quantities.IfcQuantityLength.Name=Thickness

Object:Wall
Subtitle: Existence object parameters
Rule type:SCHEMADEFINITION(Properties)
FireRating
LoadBearing
IsExternal

No
No
No

IfcWall->IfcPropertySingleValue.Name=FireRating
IfcWall->IfcPropertySingleValue.Name=LoadBearing
IfcWall->IfcObject.IsDefinedBy.IfcRelDefinesByProperties.RelatingPropertyDefinition.IfcPropertySet.HasProperties.IfcPropertySingleValue.Name=IsExternal

Rule type:SCHEMADEFINITION(Quantities)
Thickness
Area
Volume

No
No
No

IfcWall->IfcQuantityLength.Name=Thickness
IfcWall->IfcQuantityArea.Name=Area
IfcWall->IfcObject.IsDefinedBy.IfcRelDefinesByProperties.RelatingPropertyDefinition.IfcElementQuantity.Quantities.IfcQuantityVolume.Name=Volume

Figure 3. Excel data source.
Figure
3. Excel data source.

The data source described in Figure 3 consists of three columns. The first column “Information

The data source described in Figure 3 consists of three columns. The first column “Information
Item” classifies the rule type and can be used to append a name to each rule. The second column
Item” “Required”
classifies the
rule type and can be used to append a name to each rule. The second column
specifies whether the rule should be converted by the mvdXML rule transformer. Each
“Required”
specifies
whether
theshould
rule should
be converted
by the format.
mvdXML
rule
transformer.
row should specify
if the rule
be transformed
into mvdXML
Thus,
“Yes”
means that Each
row should
specifyrule
if the
rule should
be convert
transformed
mvdXMLand
format.
Thus, the
“Yes”
means that
the mvdXML
transformer
should
the ruleinto
to mvdXML,
“No” means
opposite.
The thirdrule
column
“IFC Support”
is a path
that the
is interpreted
by the mvdXML
rule transformer.
the mvdXML
transformer
should
convert
rule to mvdXML,
and “No”
means the The
opposite.
section
“IFC Support”
elaborates
to create
adjust IFC by
support
path.
The third
column
“IFC Support”
is how
a path
that isand
interpreted
the mvdXML
rule transformer. The
section “IFC Support” elaborates how to create and adjust IFC support path.
4.1.2. MvdXML Rule Transformer

4.1.2. MvdXML
Rule Transformer
The mvdXML
rule transformer is a tool for the generation of the mvdXML ruleset (see Figure 4).
MvdXML rules are based on the open mvdXML standard. The open mvdXML standard ensures easy

The mvdXML rule transformer is a tool for the generation of the mvdXML ruleset (see Figure 4).
access and extensions of the ruleset by users. The mvdXML rule transformer can generate rules for
MvdXML
rules
aredefined
based in
onmvdXML
the openschema.
mvdXML
standard.
open mvdXML
standard
ensures
all rule
types
If there
is some The
information
that is missing,
evolving,
or easy
accessnew
andinextensions
of
the
ruleset
by
users.
The
mvdXML
rule
transformer
can
generate
rules
for
the mvdXML, IfcDoc allows additional content to be created in IFC baseline, which can be
all ruletransformed
types defined
in
mvdXML
schema.
If
there
is
some
information
that
is
missing,
evolving,
or
to mvdXML files. IfcDoc is divided into four submenus as follows:
new in(1)theDocumentation:
mvdXML, IfcDoc
allows
content to be
created
baseline,
which
content
only additional
affecting documentation
output
suchinasIFC
terms,
references,
andcan be
transformed
to
mvdXML
files.
IfcDoc
is
divided
into
four
submenus
as
follows:
examples.
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(2) Schema: content describing underlying data structures such as entities, enumerations, selections,

Documentation:
content only affecting documentation output such as terms, references,
and defined types added within a schema (data schemas, computer interpretable listings,
and examples.
alphabetical listings, and inheritance listings in IfcDoc).
Schema:
describing
underlying
suchasasproperty
entities,sets
enumerations,
(3) Usercontent
data: content
describing
dynamicdata
data structures
structures such
and quantity selections,
sets,
added within
a schema
schemas,
computer
interpretable
listings,
alphabetical
listings, and
and defined
types
added(data
within
a schema
(data
schemas,
computer
interpretable
listings,
inheritance
listingsand
in IfcDoc).
alphabetical
listings,
inheritance listings in IfcDoc).
User data: content describing dynamic data structures such as property sets and quantity sets,
added within a schema (data schemas, computer interpretable listings, alphabetical listings, and
inheritance listings in IfcDoc).
Model views: content describing model view definitions such as templates (concepts in IfcDoc),
model views and exchanges (scope in IfcDoc), and concepts (underneath entities within data
schemas, computer interpretable listings, alphabetical listings, and inheritance listings in IfcDoc).

(4) Model views: content describing model view definitions such as templates (concepts in IfcDoc),
model views and exchanges (scope in IfcDoc), and concepts (underneath entities within data
schemas, computer interpretable listings, alphabetical listings, and inheritance listings in
IfcDoc).
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4.1.3. MvdXML Rules

In this paper, the information related to green construction standards not defined in the existing
To use the in
mvdXML
transformer, basic knowledge about the structure of mvdXML files is
IFC was extended
the caserule
study.
required. The <ConceptTemplate> element defines the structure that should be complied with by
concepts
4.1.3.related
MvdXML
Rules (see Figure 5). For instance, Concept Template is able to assign
IfcPropertySingleValues to all subtypes of an IfcObject. Concept Template defines rules for the entire
To use the mvdXML rule transformer, basic knowledge about the structure of mvdXML
IfcObject based on IFC2X4. The elements between <Rules> define the path to the ApplicableEntity
files (i.e.,
is required.
The <ConceptTemplate>
element defines
structure
that should
complied
IfcPropertySingleValueName).
The universally
uniquethe
identifier
(UUID)
of the be
Concept
withTemplate
by related
concepts
(see
Figure
5).
For
instance,
Concept
Template
is
able
to
assign
is an essential element which is generated to relate concepts to the Concept Template. For
IfcPropertySingleValues
tomvdXML
all subtypes
of an
IfcObject.
Concept
Template
definesflag”
rulesconcept
for theofentire
instance, Figure 6 is the
snippet
that
shows the
definition
of the “external
“external
loadbearing
wall”,
Figurebetween
7 is the mvdXML
snippetthe
that
shows
theApplicableEntity
definition of
IfcObject
based
on IFC2X4.
Theand
elements
<Rules> define
path
to the
The name of ConceptRoot
element unique
can be used
to search
for the
name
of a concept
(i.e., “applicability”.
IfcPropertySingleValueName).
The universally
identifier
(UUID)
of the
Concept
Template
[47,48].
Three
parts
are
relevant
in
the
ConceptRoot
definition.
is an essential element which is generated to relate concepts to the Concept Template. For instance,

Figure
the mvdXML snippet
shows the definition
of the
“external
flag”
conceptinstances
of “external
(1) 6 is
ApplicableRootEntity
and that
the applicability
element (see
Figure
6) define
all IfcWall
loadbearing
and
Figure 7 isconstraints.
the mvdXML snippet that shows the definition of “applicability”.
that wall”,
fulfill the
applicability
(2) The
<TemplateRules>
element
of
the
The name
of ConceptRoot
element can
be useddefines
to search the
for theavailability
name of a concept
[47,48].property
Three parts
Pset_WallCommon.IsExternal
(see Figure 7).
are relevant
in the ConceptRoot definition.
(1)
(2)
(3)

(3) The <Requirements> element (see Figure 6) defines the usage for a set of exchangeRequirements
(e.g., the exchangeRequirement
with the IDelement
00000023-0000-0000-0000-000000000352).
ApplicableRootEntity
and the applicability
(see Figure 6) define all IfcWall instances that

fulfill the applicability constraints.
The
<TemplateRules>
element
defines
the
availability
of
the
property
Pset_WallCommon.IsExternal (see Figure 7).
The <Requirements> element (see Figure 6) defines the usage for a set of exchangeRequirements
(e.g., the exchangeRequirement with the ID 00000023-0000-0000-0000-000000000352).

This part of ConceptRoot defines the condition under which the requirement test has to
be applied to an IFC instance. Some requirements are shown in Table 2. The example shown
in Figure 6 defines the applicableRootEntity of IfcWall, which includes all subtypes of IfcWall.
Additionally, the <Applicability> element specifies constraints of Pset_WallCommon.IsExternal and
Pset_WallCommon.LoadBearing.
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Related
External
loadbearing
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External flag
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External

Requirements
Requirements
Show
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results
for
all
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fulfill applicability
applicability test
test of
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Show checking results for all ConceptRoots that
“external
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all child
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7.
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definition
of
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all
“standard
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including
“acoustic
rating”, “external
“external flag”,
flag”,
Figure
<Applicability>
definition
of a requirement.
Test
for7.all
“standard walls”
including
“acoustic rating”,
Standard walls
walls
Standard
and “load
“load bearing
bearing flag”
flag”
and
An mvdXML file contains a broad set of entities and types of ruleset because an mvdXML file
contains multiple <ConceptTemplates>. Moreover, each <ConceptTemplate> has multiple referring
concepts, which allows integrating a variety of rules and entities in an mvdXML file. After the
mvdXML ruleset is completed, the mvdXML checker can check IFC model by rules.
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Table 2. Examples of requirements.
Related Concept

Requirements

External loadbearing
wall

Show checking results for all ConceptRoots that fulfill
applicability test of “external loadbearing wall”

External flag

Test all child node requirements of external flag.

Standard walls

Test for all “standard walls” including “acoustic
rating”, “external flag”, and “load bearing flag”

Figure 7. <Applicability> definition of a requirement.

In Figure 8, the existence of the property Pset_WallCommon.IsExternal is checked. This
example is very specific as it tests a property that is already part of the applicability test. If the
An mvdXML file contains a broad set of entities and types of ruleset because an mvdXML file
exchangeRequirement is mandatory, then this test should always pass as it is already required in
contains multiple <ConceptTemplates>. Moreover, each <ConceptTemplate> has multiple referring
the applicability test (external walls are identified by this property). If the exchangeRequirement is
concepts, which allows integrating a variety of rules and entities in an mvdXML file. After the
“excluded”, then this test should always fail.
mvdXML ruleset is completed, the mvdXML checker can check IFC model by rules.

Figure
<Requirements>definition
definitionexample.
example.
Figure
8.8.<Requirements>

4.1.4.
Supportfile
Path
AnIFC
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contains a broad set of entities and types of ruleset because an mvdXML file
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concepts, which allows integrating a variety of rules and entities in an mvdXML file. After the
processes
a
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like
“IfcWindow->IfcObject.IsDefinedBy.
mvdXML ruleset is completed, the mvdXML checker can check IFC model by rules.
IfcRelDefinesByProperties.RelatingPropertyDefinition.IfcPropertySet.HasProperties.IfcPropertySin
gleValue.Name=IsExternal”.
The path consists of an applicable object. IFC4 specification requires
4.1.4.
IFC Support Path
parameter value. The applicable IfcObject can be an object described in IFC4 or previous schema, for
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a easily
ruleset.be applied
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rule
instance,
IfcDoor,
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The ruleofcan
to a different
transformer
processes
path like “IfcWindow->IfcObject.IsDefinedBy.
IfcRelDefinesByProperties.
object by changing
theaapplicable
IfcObject, for instance, replacing IfcWindow
with IfcDoor.
RelatingPropertyDefinition.IfcPropertySet.HasProperties.IfcPropertySingleValue.Name=IsExternal”.
The elements are separated with operators. The applicable IfcObject is in front of the “->”
The
path consists
of an
applicable
object.
IFC4 specification
requires
parameteraccording
value. The
operator.
The part
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the “->”
operator
and “=” operator
is specified
toapplicable
IFC4. Each
IfcObject
can
be
an
object
described
in
IFC4
or
previous
schema,
for
instance,
IfcDoor,
IfcWindow,
instance within the IFC4 specification path is separated using a “.”; after the “=” operator, the
IfcWall,
or parameter
IfcColumn.value
The rule
can easily be applied to a different object by changing the applicable
required
is specified.
IfcObject,
instance,
replacing
with
IfcDoor.
The for
second
element
of theIfcWindow
IFC support
path
is the specification path according to IFC 4. The
The
elements
are
separated
with
operators.
The
applicable
IfcObject
is in front
of be
thefound
“->” operator.
mvdXML rule transformer is based on IFC4, an example of IFC
documentation
can
in Figure
The
part
between
the
“->”
operator
and
“=”
operator
is
specified
according
to
IFC4.
Each
instance
9. The example specifies property sets for IfcObject [49].
within the IFC4 specification path is separated using a “.”; after the “=” operator, the required parameter
value is specified.
The second element of the IFC support path is the specification path according to IFC 4. The
mvdXML rule transformer is based on IFC4, an example of IFC documentation can be found in Figure 9.
The example specifies property sets for IfcObject [49].
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4.2. Semantic Technology for Code Checking
4.2.1. Knowledge Base
The knowledge base consists of three types of ontologies, i.e., conceptual model ontology, work
item ontology, and construction condition ontology. The purpose of this section is to construct a
systematic and computer-readable green construction knowledge base for green construction code
checking. A project is composed of a series of work items, and conceptual models can be further
classified by work items, which are defined on a project-by-project basis. The conceptual model of green
construction is divided into three levels, i.e., basic concept, core concept, and practicability concept.
In order to build a better green construction knowledge base, it is necessary to implement inference
mapping among conceptual model ontology, work item ontology, and construction condition ontology.
Conceptual Model Ontology
Conceptual model ontology is to extract related concepts from building standards, construction
documents, and BIM models, before using the ontology modeling method to build the relationship
model of green construction concepts. Through analyzing the relationship between the green
construction concepts, the relationship can be described by rules. During green construction code
checking, when the information is input to the inference engine, the chosen concepts represent a series
of potential requirements. These concepts are regarded as a series of hierarchical concepts, and some
semantic relationships exist between concepts. The implementation of inference rules can infer and
identify the necessary concepts and their relationships.
Therefore, through the analysis of the characteristics of green construction, the conceptual model
ontology includes two parts: (1) structure of concepts; (2) definition of semantic relationships.
(1)

Structure of concepts

The first task of conceptual model ontology construction is to define the classification of concept
structure and hierarchy structure related to green construction. Based on the previous studies and the
characteristics of green construction, this paper defines the relevant attributes of the main classes and
their sub-classes including project classification, building product, building feature, etc.
(2)

Definition of semantic relationships

When the relationship between concepts is defined, the relationship should be associated with
richer semantics. The semantic relationship describes the relationships between concepts in ontology,
which can be divided into hierarchical and non-hierarchical [50,51]. The relationship between classes
can be divided into internal and external. Through the analysis of the definition of semantic relations,
the semantic relations in green construction field are mainly divided into two kinds: hyponymy (also
expressed as superclass–subclass) and association. Association can be mainly divided into synonymy
relationships (also expressed as Equivalent (x, y)), antonymy relationships (also denoted as Disjoint
(x, y)), and meronymy relationships (also expressed as Whole-Part (x, y)). The following is a brief
introduction to these relationships:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Equivalent (x, y) is used to describe the similarity between two concepts.
Disjoint (x, y) is used to describe the relationship of independence or antinomy between
two concepts.
Whole-Part (x, y) is used to describe the meronymy relationship between two concepts.

Work Item Ontology
A work item is the smallest unit of work defined for building elements in a construction project.
The work item can be applied to separate phases from design to operation. The classification of work
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items
may consist of one or more sub-processes, and a sub-process may consist of a collection of work
work items for multiple building elements. To establish the ontology of work items, the proposed
items for multiple building elements. To establish the ontology of work items, the proposed ontology
ontology needs to know the corresponding work items and the corresponding amount of resources
needs to know the corresponding work items and the corresponding amount of resources necessary.
necessary. Therefore, the construction of work item ontology can facilitate green construction
Therefore, the construction of work item ontology can facilitate green construction inspection.
inspection.
Existing work item ontologies, such as FreeClassOWL ontology, are built based on datasets
Existing work item ontologies, such as FreeClassOWL ontology, are built based on datasets from
from the European building and building materials market [52]. By describing the building products
the European building and building materials market [52]. By describing the building products and
and services, they can satisfy a wide range of products, suppliers, warehouses, and other related
services, they can satisfy a wide range of products, suppliers, warehouses, and other related
construction product search needs. More than 88 million triplet business data, 81 product brands,
construction product search needs. More than 88 million triplet business data, 81 product brands, 19
19 distributors, 56,360 product types, and 1,783,798 products are described in the FreeClassOWL
distributors, 56,360 product types, and 1,783,798 products are described in the FreeClassOWL
Ontology. Therefore, the work item ontology is huge in terms of scale. During the construction process,
Ontology. Therefore, the work item ontology is huge in terms of scale. During the construction
participants who have rich knowledge and experience need to be gathered to define the ontology
process, participants who have rich knowledge and experience need to be gathered to define the
model. The work item ontology proposed in this section is composed of four basic entities: actor,
ontology model. The work item ontology proposed in this section is composed of four basic entities:
knowledge, resource, and schedule. The basic structure of work item ontology is shown in Figure 11.
actor, knowledge, resource, and schedule. The basic structure of work item ontology is shown in
The actor consists of organization and personnel, the organization is composed of government and
Figure 11. The actor consists of organization and personnel, the organization is composed of
company, and personnel is composed of the design, construction, operation, maintenance, and other
government and company, and personnel is composed of the design, construction, operation,
personnel who assume a variety of roles. Knowledge is generated or updated from each construction
maintenance, and other personnel who assume a variety of roles. Knowledge is generated or updated
process or event. Resource consists of workforce, equipment, material, specification, etc. Construction
from each construction process or event. Resource consists of workforce, equipment, material,
material is classified according to classification Table 41 of OmniClass. Schedule is the construction
specification, etc. Construction material is classified according to classification Table 41 of OmniClass.
schedule, including the actual schedule and planning schedule.
Schedule is the construction schedule, including the actual schedule and planning schedule.

Figure 11. Work item ontology.
Figure 11. Work item ontology.
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Figure 12. Extraction of construction information from BIM model.
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Figure 13. Construction condition ontology.
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The needed information to build a green construction knowledge base mainly comes from
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4.2.2. Semantic Inference
4.2.2. Semantic Inference
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The JESS inference engine can only interpret the JESS code; thus, the structured presentation
languages OWL and SWRL need to be transformed into the JESS-encoded form using the OWL2Jess
and SWRL2Jess translators. Both translators are built-in plug-ins of Protégé to integrate
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The JESS inference engine can only interpret the JESS code; thus, the structured presentation
languages OWL and SWRL need to be transformed into the JESS-encoded form using the OWL2Jess
and SWRL2Jess translators. Both translators are built-in plug-ins of Protégé to integrate heterogeneous
information between OWL, SWRL, and JESS. IFC files can be converted from models saved in ISO
STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product model data). The models are specified in EXPRESS and
represented by OWL. EXPRESS is a standard data modeling language for product data. Table 3 shows
the data type mapping relationships between EXPRESS, OWL, and JESS.
Table 3. The data type mapping relationships between EXPRESS, OWL, and JESS.
EXPRESS

OWL

JESS

real, integer, number, etc.

owl: real, xsd: integer, xsd:
decimal, owl: rational, etc

jess.ru.integer, jess.ru.float,
jess.ru.long

string

xsd: string

jess.ru.string

boolean

xsd: boolean

The atoms “TRUE” and “FALSE”

The constructions of conceptual model ontology, work item ontology, and construction condition
ontology are beneficial for the green construction knowledge sharing and reuse. OWL can express the
concept of knowledge of green construction. SWRL can describe inference rules in ontologies. Through
the combination of SWRL and the JESS inference engine, inference results of green construction code
checking can be easily obtained.
5. Case Study of Green Construction Code Checking
In this paper, some types of rules and the corresponding clauses in GB/T50905-2014 are shown
as examples.
Class 1: Code checking based on simple defined attribute value in IFC schema.
9.3.5 Extra item: staff dormitory must meet the requirements of at least two square meters
per person.
mvdXML rule:
IfcPhysicalQuantity.IfcPhysicalSimpleQuantity.IfcQuantityArea.AreaValue>2*4 (there are four
people in every room in this case).
SQWRL rule:
Room(?r) ˆ hasWidth(?r, ?width) ˆ hasHeight(?r, ?height) ˆ
swrlm:eval(?area, “width * height”, ?width, ?height)
-> sqwrl:select(?area).
Class 2: Code checking based on the extension of IFC entities.
6.2.1 General item: fly ash, slag admixture, and other new materials should be used during the
construction period.
The fly ash and slag admixture must be inserted into IFC baseline, because they are not defined in
existing IFC (see Figure 15).
mvdXML rule:
IfcObject.IsDefinedBy.IfcRelDefinesByProperties.RelatingPropertyDefinition.IfcMaterialDefinition.
HasProperties.IfcMaterialProperties.Name=Flyash
IfcObject.HasAssocialtions.IfcRelAssociatesMaterial.RelatingMaterial.IfcMaterial.Material.
Name= slag.
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After the checking is executed, the mvdXML checker captures each generated issue in a BCF
report which mainly includes a markup file and a viewpoint file. The markup file is where most of the
information about an issue resides. In a markup file, information about the model, about the issue, and
about each comment on the issue can be obtained. The generated issue comments in the markup file
contain
the description of the “concept” defined in the mvdXML file to make domain users understand
Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x
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9.2.4 Extra item: Cast-in-place concrete raw materials should be mixed in construction site.
The constructed ontology model and rules are stored in the knowledge base and rule base,
Class 3: Code checking based on simple conceptual reasoning.
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sqwrl:orderBy(?d).
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Figure 17. Inference result.

SQWRL
Class 4: rule:
Code checking based on construction condition reasoning.
Cast_In_Place_Concrete(?c)
ˆ hasComponents(?c,
hasMaterials(?z,
?d)
-> sqwrl:select(?d)
3.3.2 Extra item: Construction
field noise emission?z)
at ˆdaylight
should not
exceed
70 dB (A) andˆ
sqwrl:orderBy(?d).
should not exceed 55 dB at night (A).
This kind of clause is closely related to the construction site environment. The noise monitoring
Class
4: construction
Code checking
basedisonembodied
construction
condition
reasoning.
in the
process
in the
construction
condition ontology. The PM2.5_Sensor
and Sound_Sensor are set in ontology (see Figure 18). The diagram of classes and properties in
3.3.2 Extra item: Construction field noise emission at daylight should not exceed 70 dB (A) and
construction condition ontology is shown in Figure 19.
should not exceed 55 dB at night (A).
This kind of clause is closely related to the construction site environment. The noise monitoring
in the construction process is embodied in the construction condition ontology. The PM2.5_Sensor and
Sound_Sensor are set in ontology (see Figure 18). The diagram of classes and properties in construction
condition ontology is shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. The diagram of classes and properties in construction condition ontology.
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The overrun alarm for noise values is shown in Figure 20.
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SWRL rule2
SWRL rule1
SWRL rule1
(?Rfid_Tag t1:beOwneredBy ?Prefabricate_Component)
(?Rfid_Tag
?Prefabricate_Component)
(?Rfid_Tagt1:beOwneredBy
t1:IdentifiedBy ?entrance_Rfid_Reader)
(?Rfid_Tag
t1:IdentifiedBy
?entrance_Rfid_Reader)
-> (?Prefabricate_Component t1:locatedAt ?Entrance).
-> (?Prefabricate_Component t1:locatedAt ?Entrance).
SWRL rule2
SWRL rule2
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(?Prefabricate_Component t1:locatedAt ?Entrance)
(?Prefabricate_Component t1:locatedAt ?Entrance)
-> (?Service t1:beCalled t1:Register).
-> (?Service t1:beCalled t1:Register).
Sci. 2019, 9, x
SWRLAppl.
rule3
SWRL rule3
(EarthRockWork t1:MoniterdBy
?Sound_Sensor)
(?Prefabricate_Component
t1:locatedAt
?Entrance)
(EarthRockWork t1:MoniterdBy
?Sound_Sensor)
(?Sound_Sensor
t1:hasStatus
t1:is_unnormal)
-> (?Service t1:beCalled t1:Register).
(?Sound_Sensor t1:hasStatus t1:is_unnormal)
->
(?Service t1:beCalled t1:Alarm).
rule3
->SWRL
(?Service
t1:beCalled t1:Alarm).
SQWRL
SQWRLrule
rule (EarthRockWork t1:MoniterdBy ?Sound_Sensor)
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(?Sound_Sensor t1:hasStatus t1:is_unnormal)

Sound_Sensor
(?p)
ˆ hasValue(?p,
ˆ swrlb:greaterThan(?s,
70)unnormal(?p).
-> unnormal(?p).
Sound_Sensor
(?p)t1:beCalled
^ hasValue(?p,
?s) ^?s)
swrlb:greaterThan(?s,
70) ->
-> (?Service
t1:Alarm).
SQWRL rule
Sound_Sensor (?p) ^ hasValue(?p, ?s) ^ swrlb:greaterThan(?s, 70) -> unnormal(?p).
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Figure 20. The overrun alarm for noise values.
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6. Conclusions and Perspectives
Although professionals in the AEC domain realize the importance of green construction, there is
no efficient and accurate evaluation method for green construction. Traditional green construction
evaluation is usually completed by manual inspection, with low efficiency and high error rate.
Therefore, construction industry practitioners put forward urgent requirements for a more efficient
and convenient approach to conduct green construction code checking.
Based on the particularity of green construction standards and the limitation of existing
code-checking approaches, this paper combines mvdXML technology and semantic web technology
to organize, store, and re-use green construction knowledge. In our approach, BIM, logical rule,
ontology, and semantic web query language are integrated to conduct green construction code checking.
These techniques are used for automated information transformation and extension, knowledge base
construction, logical inference, and information query. The automation is facilitated by semantic-based
and logic-based representations, which is general and flexible. The approach is composed of five main
parts: data source, knowledge base, rule base, JESS inference, and query.
In this paper, code checking of green construction standards was classified into four classes
based on the difficulty level to meet the requirements of the clauses, and the particularity of green
construction code checking was analyzed. Based on the above classification and analysis, several types
of green construction rules were checked. The proposed BIM-based code-checking approach for green
construction was validated by a case study.
The proposed approach not only focuses on quantitative requirements, but also supports the
checking of other types of requirements, such as checking based on semantic information of BIM and
checking based on project criteria, owner requirement, etc.
7. Limitations and Future Work
The proposed approach offers a solution to code checking for green construction. However, there
are some limitations in this approach, and there is still some work to be done in future research. Firstly,
the scoring rules of existing green construction standards are relatively rough, which results in weak
operability; thus, a more detailed standard is expected to be issued to improve green construction
inspection. Secondly, although the approach proposed in this paper enables making various rules,
parameters that are not predefined cannot be checked without being encoded into programming
language. Thirdly, automated regulatory code checking requires automated extraction of requirements
from regulatory textual documents, and then the extracted requirements need to be transformed into a
formalized format that enables JESS inference, which still requires human judgement and cannot reach
the level of artificial intelligence. Information extraction (IE) in code checking is a challenging task that
requires complex analysis and processing of text. Some researchers started using deep learning algorithms
like NLP (Natural Language Processing) to solve this kind of problem, but it is still imperfect. The field of
automatic code checking is emerging, and it will continue to offer more help in the future.
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